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Abstract—we introduce a very fast and robust localization and 2D environment representation algorithm in this paper. This innovative method matches lines extracted from the LASER range finder distance data with the lines that construct the map, in order to calculate the local translation and rotation. This matching is done with a simple least square with no iterations. The algorithm is suitable for any indoor environment with mostly polygonal structure and has proven high speed and robustness in the experimental tests on our innovatively designed tracked mobile rescue robot “Silver”. One experimental test is presented in the last section of this paper where the outputs are presented. These outputs are: 1- drift free raster map made of points and 2- A gallery of lines providing a linear ground truth.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Among all the issues concerning mobile robotics, self localization and mapping seem to be the basis for almost all the other autonomous behaviors. Many researchers have introduced different methods of self localization and mapping during the past years. This problem has the same objectives for all SLAM algorithms. To be fast (real time), to have low computational cost (the robot has a lot other things to do), to be robust against noise, to give more information keeping less amount of data in memory, to be able to recall, use and update old information and to generate a map comparable to the ground truth.

Many localization and mapping algorithms are based on point to point matching of LASER range finder (LRF) scans [1] and [2]. Since these methods should analyze a lot of points in iterations, the computation cost and slowness is in the nature of them.

Yaqub, Tordon and Katupitiya presented a line matching algorithm in [3] to solve the problem with computational cost. They used encoder information to help data association, and conjugate gradient to solve the formulated geometrical constraints. They do not match scans with the map, but they match two consequent scans. Since they tested the algorithm in simulation, drifts are not noticeable. But matching two scans in real environment ends to very noticeable drifts after a couple of turns since errors in matching will be cumulatively added. These errors are due to the fact that lines extracted from real environment are extracted from noisy sensor data, so they are not very certain lines.

Gutmann, Weigel and Nebel solved the positioning problem in RoboCup Soccer field [4]. The robot should try to find its position by matching lines to the boundaries of the soccer field. They fused LRF data with odometry in a Kalman filter. Mapping is not an issue in the algorithm they provided since the profile of the boundaries is known.

In this paper we provide a line matching algorithm that matches each scan with the map in order to find the position and orientation of the robot by performing a least square to a set of linearized equations. Unlike the many other methods, we do not seek the maximum overlap of the points in the map but we are looking for the similarities between each new scan and the map. After each matching, map is updated with the help of the updated position and orientation. The gallery of lines which helps constructing the map in background is also updated in each scan. At the end, the length of each line in the gallery is exactly known so these lines can provide a very accurate linear ground truth besides the raster map which is constructed from the points. All this is done just by processing the distance data provided by a LRF.

Section II of this paper introduces our experimental platform which is a tracked mobile rescue robot named Silver. The environment in which the robot is supposed to move and the flow of data in the algorithm are also introduced later in the same section. Section III describes the details of the algorithm. An experiment in real environment is discussed in section IV and the paper in concluded in Section V.

II. PROJECT AT A GLANCE

In parts A and B of this section, platform, environment and sensors are described. Then the logic and overall procedure of line matching localization and mapping with least square is presented in part C.

A. Experimental Platform

The experimental platform is a tracked mobile rescue robot named “Silver”. Silver is a tracked mobile robot which was designed in 2004 by Resquake Robotics team at K.N. Toosi University of Technology. This robot was first introduced in RoboCup2005 -Osaka, Japan- in rescue robot league and was awarded for “2nd Place Best Design” of rescue robot [5]. Both the hardware and software of the robot was improved for RoboCup2006, 2007 and 2008 world
championship competitions. The robot won the innovation award for “Best operator interface” in RoboCup2006 - Bremen, Germany. Resquake won the “3rd Place” in RoboCup2008 - Suzhou, China - in rescue robot league main competitions and “2nd Place” in “Best in Class Mobility” challenge. This robot has four independently actuated arms that help it climb obstacles up to 40cm high. Tracks and arms are driven by DC motors. Position of arms and speed of tracks are measured. An illustrative description of its main characteristics has been presented in [6] and [7].

Adding autonomous behavior to Silver and reducing the effect of human operator is our current research approach. Fast autonomous map generation and localization is one of the most important features that can enable Silver to get necessary information from the environment for making further intelligent decisions. Silver is shown in Fig.1.

B. Sensors and Environment

A Hokuyo URG LX04 is our LRF. We only process the distance data of this sensor in our calculations. The sensor can measure distances up to 4 meters with 1mm resolution and 5mm tolerance. It provides 770 distance data from 270 degrees sweep angle with the sampling rate of 10Hz.

C. Introducing the Algorithm

The general idea is to find linear objects in each new scan and find the best local transformation vector \([dX \ dy \ d\Theta]\) that makes this scan more similar to the map by applying a least square to a group of linearized equations. Each equation in group represents our attempt to fit a point taken from one of the “new lines extracted from LRF input distance data” into the equation that describes a line taken from the “gallery of lines that construct the map”. General transformation vector \([X \ Y \ \Theta]\) which keeps the position and orientation of the robot is updated with the resulting local transformation vector. Finally the “new lines extracted from the new scan” and the pair lines in line gallery are merged to update (by making corrections and adding extensions) the line gallery.

It could be learnt from Fig. 3 that the whole procedure is dividable to 5 main sub procedures. These sub procedure are described in Section III of this paper.

It should be noted that our high level programming language is Microsoft C#.Net 2008 and the operating system is Microsoft Windows XP running on a Sony VIO UX 380 laptop.

III. ALGORITHM DETAILS

A. Scanning and Preparing the Input Data

The output of LRF is converted to an array of integer numbers that represent the distances sensed by the LRF in millimeters. Errors and over range measurements should be removed from this array (sensor marks these with values less than 20). Also there are some noisy distance data smaller than the boundaries of robot (less than 250mm) which are needed to be filtered out. All removed points are marked zero in the array. Zero values are ignored in calculations. The final array is stored in NewPointCloud arraylist.
B. Segmentation and Line Extraction

To determine the segments in each scan, two consequent distance data are compared. When this difference is greater than a threshold, a new segment is started. The segments that contain small number of points are ignored. The rest are stored in NewSegments arraylist.

Then segments are broken to sub-segments so that a line can be fitted to the points in that sub-segment. This method is described in [8].

Finally the line that best fits the points in the sub-segment is found from (1) to (3).

\[ tg(2\phi) = \frac{2\sum (x_i - x)(y_i - y)}{\sum [(y_i - y)^2 - (x_i - x)^2]} \]  
\[ r = x \cos \phi + y \sin \phi, \]  
\[ \bar{x} = \frac{1}{n} \sum x_i \text{ and } \bar{y} = \frac{1}{n} \sum y_i. \]

In these equations, \( r \) is the normal distance of the line from the origin and \( \phi \) is angle of the normal. These line fitting formulas are taken from [9].

After finding the line, the start and end point of the segment are projected on this line and these two projected points are stored as the terminal points of this line segment in NewLines arraylist.

C. Preparing the List of Lines to be compared

All lines that construct the map during the scans are stored in an arraylist named LineGallery. The general position vector \([X \ Y \ \Theta]\) stores the position and orientation of the robot. In an arbitrary position, it is possible to determine which of the lines in LineGallery should be visible to the robot. These lines are copied to ReferenceLines arraylist. Then the new lines that are extracted from the new scan should be translated and rotated to the general position vector (when the new scan is taken, all values are in origin), so that the set of lines taken from the gallery in the arbitrary general position would be similar and comparable to the new lines. The terminal points of new lines are transformed to arbitrary \([X \ Y \ \Theta]\) general position in (4)

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
X^b & Y^b & 1 \\
X^t & Y^t & 1
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
\cos \Theta & -\sin \Theta & X \\
\sin \Theta & \cos \Theta & Y \\
0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
X^b & X^t \\
Y^b & Y^t \\
1 & 1
\end{bmatrix}.
\]

Where notation \( b \) stands for beginning point of the line segment, \( e \) stands for the end point of the line segment, \( t \) stands for values in translated coordinate and \( o \) stands for values in origin. Please note that naming “beginning point” and “ending point” to the terminal points of line segment is just to separate them in calculations and one could call any of them the “beginning point” or “ending point”.

As it was mentioned in part B, only terminal points of a line segment are stored in the arraylists. This means after preparing the list of lines to be compared, two arraylists containing terminal points of line segments are generated. One contains terminal points of some line segments from...
LineGallery (ReferenceLines) and the other contains terminal points of the line segments extracted from the new scan and transformed to the general position of the robot (NewTransformedLines). Two comparable sets of line segments are ready to be compared in order to find the local translation and rotation of robot during the last new scan. Next step is to find the pair lines and then match the lines.

D. Pairing and Matching

In simulation, lines are exactly known objects and by matching two scans, all linear objects are ideally overlapping. But when working with real environment it is very common that two consequent scans are NOT exactly similar in features. For example it is very much possible that some newer lines are found in newer scan and/or some lines are not anymore found in the newer scan. Also in majority of cases the lines extracted from two consequent scans do not have exactly equal lengths. Also due to the measurement noise, the lines extracted from the same object in two different scans do not have exactly the same equations. Also it is possible that one line is extracted from an object in one scan, since more than one line could be extracted from the same object in the next scan. The two sets of lines generated in part C of section III have the above conditions. That means some of the line segments in NewTransformedLines are candidates to have been extracted from the same objects that some lines in ReferenceLines do. So, the pairing is not necessarily one by one pairing but we mean finding such candidates by using the word “pairing”. Pair lines have the following characters:

1- When the terminal points of a line segment from NewTransformedLines are projected on a line segment in ReferenceLines, at least one of the projected points would lie between the two terminal points of the reference line.

2- The difference between the slopes of these lines is less than a threshold.

3- The distances of terminal points of the line segment in NewTransformedLines are less than a threshold from the candidate line in ReferenceLines.

If all 3 pairing conditions are met for two line segments, then a pair is chosen from NewTransformedLines and ReferenceLines.

Each line in NewTransformedLines is compared to all lines in ReferenceLines and pairs are found this way. This should be noted that it is possible for two or more lines in NewTransformedLines to be pair with one line in ReferenceLines and it is also possible that one line in NewTransformedLines would be pair with more than one line in ReferenceLines. That is because breaking a segment into lines (part B of section III) is based on a threshold and due to the existing measurement noise, multiple sets of lines can be extracted from the same object in two different scans when the line extraction algorithm works near the threshold. All pairs are accepted and used in calculations.

As it is said before, it is impossible to find a vector [dX dY dθ] in real environment capable of fitting all pairs together after applying the transformation. All it could be done is to find a vector of translation and rotation that after applying to new lines, all pairs, in general, look best alike. Assume that there are n pairs found. We focus on each pair to see how a desired [dX dY dθ] vector could be found. The equation of the Reference line in i\textsuperscript{th} pair could be written as in (5).

\[ a_i x + b_i y + c_i = 0, \]

where \( a, b, c \) are the parameters of the line. The terminal points of the line segment extracted from the new scan are denoted by \( X_b, Y_b \) and \( X_e, Y_e \).

\[ a_i = (Y_b - Y_e), \]

\[ b_i = (X_b - X_e), \]

\[ c_i = Y_b (X_e - X_b) + X_b (Y_e - Y_b). \]

(6)

Where A\textsuperscript{+} is the pseudo inverse of matrix A and \( \Theta \) is the angle of rotation.

The equations (5) to (11) are supposed to persist for all pairs. In simulation, lines are exactly known objects and by applying to new lines, all pairs, in general, look best alike. A good [dX dY dθ] vector, guarantees the begin and end points of the new line segment in this pair to satisfy equations (9) to (11):

\[ a_i X_b + b_i Y_b + c_i = 0, \]

\[ a_i X_e + b_i Y_e + c_i = 0. \]

(9)

(10)

\[ \begin{bmatrix}
X_b^{n,i} \\
Y_b^{n,i}
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & -d\theta \\
d\theta & 1
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
X_b^{r,i} \\
Y_b^{r,i}
\end{bmatrix}, \]

\[ \begin{bmatrix}
X_e^{n,i} \\
Y_e^{n,i}
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 \\
0 & 1
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
X_e^{r,i} \\
Y_e^{r,i}
\end{bmatrix}, \]

(11)

Where notation n shows the parameter is taken from NewTransformedLines. Please note that because this calculation finds the translation and rotation during the very short amount of time (100 milliseconds), cos(d\theta) is linearized to 1 and sin(d\theta) to d\theta. The values with prime sign are the transformed new terminal points that are also transformed by the local transformation matrix.

The equations (5) to (11) are supposed to persist for all pairs. That means for n pairs, 2n linear equations similar to (9) and (10) are generated where dX, dY and d\theta are the unknown values in all equations. The problem to find [dX dY dθ] is reduced to a least square problem.

\[ \begin{bmatrix}
dX \\
dY \\
d\theta
\end{bmatrix} = B, \]

(12)

Where A\textsuperscript{+} is the pseudo inverse of matrix A and
The last step is to draw the NewPointCloud on the map by applying the updated transformation matrix (17):

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\cos \theta & -\sin \theta & X \\
\sin \theta & \cos \theta & Y \\
0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\]

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To test if the algorithm is robust enough, an arena with the similar structure to what it was explained in part B of section II was prepared. Some Roll-Pitch ramps were also added to the arena. An autonomous fuzzy obstacle avoidance algorithm was running the robot in the small arena.
complete, close and correct the map.

In Fig. 4 the final map of a closed-loop arena is shown. The black path is the path in which the robot has moved. The top linear speed of robot was 15cm/s and the max rotational speed was 0.75rad/s. The algorithm runs at real time and no more than 20% of CPU is busy with the whole navigation and mapping algorithm. If the logged data is processed later (without the 100ms delay of sensor, no navigation process and no drawings), it is possible to process more than 120 scans per second which is a huge number in comparison with the other matching techniques. Another important result of this mapping algorithm is the gallery of lines that are used to process the map. This gallery itself is a precious output, because the lengths of gallery lines are exactly known. That means this algorithm can provide the ground truth made of lines, besides a raster map made of points (See Fig. 5).

![Fig. 5. Lines in Line gallery. 17 lines (the numbers are marked at the ending point of each line) have constructed the map. The sizes of these lines are exactly known. This can provide a precise linear ground truth.](http://saba.kntu.ac.ir/resquake/Closed-Loop_Arena.wmv)

The video of this map being constructed could be found at http://saba.kntu.ac.ir/resquake/Closed-Loop_Arena.wmv

The result of some other tests in a U-shaped arena and in a large RoboCup yellow arena can be seen in Fig. 6. The video of these maps being constructed could be found at: http://saba.kntu.ac.ir/resquake/U-Shaped_Arena.wmv http://saba.kntu.ac.ir/resquake/RoboCupArena.wmv

![Fig. 6. a) The map of a 4 by 5 meters U-shaped arena with a rounded dustbin in the middle. b) Line gallery of U-shaped arena (10 lines). c) The map of RoboCup yellow arena test (Iran Open 2009 Competitions). This arena is 11 by 13 meters wide and covered with roll-pitch ramps. d) Line gallery of RoboCup yellow arena test (32 lines).](http://saba.kntu.ac.ir/resquake/Closed-Loop_Arena.wmv)

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we introduced a very fast and robust line matching localization and mapping algorithm based on least square. One of the advantages of using lines instead of points is reducing the amount of calculations. When for instance, 500 points in a scan are compared with the other 500 points in another scan, a 500*500 point scope is to be searched in order to find matching points and this search should be done iteratively to find the acceptable translation and rotation between the two consequent scans. But by extracting lines from these points and comparing the lines, the calculation is done over something around 10 pairs of lines (a couple of line more or less based on the environment) and problem is finally reduced to applying a least square over a group of 20 linear equations only once (no iterations). It is also important to mention that extracting lines from points is a noise reducing step itself. So, the sensor noise is also filtered with the least possible amount of computational effort. In point to point matching algorithms searching for most number of overlapping points is the goal, so the measurement noise is very offensive in these methods, but we find the similarity between the lines extracted from a new scan and the lines that has made the map until now. So, this approach reduces the effect of noise in the calculations. Drifts are very common in consequent scan matching algorithms. Keeping lines in the memory and searching among them is very easy because of the very little amount of memory needed to be allocated for keeping 4 values to memorize the terminal points of each line segment. That means it is possible to match new scan with the map and not with the previous scan. This helps the final map to be drift-free. Also this method gives another output which is the gallery of lines with exactly known lengths. This can provide an exact ground truth based on lines, besides the raster map made of points.
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